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Cooler Master SGS-6000KSX-1-GP CS-X Battle Pad
Mouse Pad

$19.99
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Short Description

Product Details:
The CS-X Battle Pad is engineered especially for e-sport professionals, who thrive on top notch tactical surfaces that provide nothing but deadly
accuracy and control. This mammoth pad is constructed with superior grade "A" Duracloth Plus TM , weaved meticulously tight to provide
pinpoint precision and highly responsive tracking. The CS-X Battle Pad is reﬁned further through a special heat treatment process, oﬀering a
smooth surface with ultra ﬁne glide. With its aggressive non-slip 100% natural rubber base, the CS-X Battle Pad stays reliably in place on all large
desktop surfaces.

Features:
Huge playable gaming surface.
Special heat treatment on fabric for ultra glide.
Grade "A" durable cloth material, providing micro-precision accuracy and highly responsive tracking rates.
Aggressive non-slip bottom grip - stick it on the table and forget about it.
Speciﬁcations:
Model
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SGS-6000-KSX-1-GP
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Surface Type

Duracloth PlusTM specially heat treated

Dimension

444 x 355 x 5 mm
17.5 x 13.98 x 0.20 inch

Base

100% Natural Rubber

Description

Product Details:
The CS-X Battle Pad is engineered especially for e-sport professionals, who thrive on top notch tactical surfaces that provide nothing but deadly
accuracy and control. This mammoth pad is constructed with superior grade "A" Duracloth Plus TM , weaved meticulously tight to provide
pinpoint precision and highly responsive tracking. The CS-X Battle Pad is reﬁned further through a special heat treatment process, oﬀering a
smooth surface with ultra ﬁne glide. With its aggressive non-slip 100% natural rubber base, the CS-X Battle Pad stays reliably in place on all large
desktop surfaces.

Features:
Huge playable gaming surface.
Special heat treatment on fabric for ultra glide.
Grade "A" durable cloth material, providing micro-precision accuracy and highly responsive tracking rates.
Aggressive non-slip bottom grip - stick it on the table and forget about it.
Speciﬁcations:
Model

SGS-6000-KSX-1-GP

Surface Type

Duracloth PlusTM specially heat treated

Dimension

444 x 355 x 5 mm
17.5 x 13.98 x 0.20 inch

Base
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100% Natural Rubber
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Additional Information
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Brand

Cooler Master

SKU

SGS-6000-KSX-1-GP

Weight

1.5000

Color

Black

Mouse Accessory Type

Mouse Pad

Vendor SKU/EAN

884102006227
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